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ABSTRACT

\

Bibliography Study Skills Mastery Among Middle and High School
Stuaents
Karlyn Kamm, University nf Wisconsin, Madison; '
Eunice Askov, Pennsylvania State University and
Roger Klumb, National Computer Systems, Minnealiblis,
Minnesota

Purpose Assesses middle and high school students' mastery of
a subset of the basic skills, study skills.

Methods

Results and
Conclusions

A representative sample of .ptudy skills in the maps,
graphs and tables, nd reference areas was selected .

and .criterion7referenced tests assessing those skills
were,administered to sixth, ninth and'twelfth graders.
Because the tests were criterion7referenced, nO tithe.
limits wets set and all students had ample oppottunity
to complete each of the en tests.

The sixth and ninth grade Std. nts'.study Skills
attainment was very low.. sed Orl.the.results,
assumptions that studen s haVe acquired the basic
skills by the'end of ementary. school or by middle
schOol are in.questi n. The twelfth gradestudents'
skill attainment was igher but.the.resultS indicate&
many seniors lack'the necessary skill attainment
fot independently Usi Standard.graphic and re-
ference sources. Furt et testing is warranted
to demonstrate the nee for a.foCused'and systematic
approach to basic Skill instruction.



STUDY SKILLS MASTERY AMONG MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL S'TUDENTS

INTRODUCTION

The emphasis on experimentation in the schools in.the 1960's has

given way to a cry of-Back to. the Baaics" in the 1970's. ,Parents are.

.strongly questioning what their childien.are learning in sehou.. One

essential qUestion is: ,Are.children learning their basic skills? The

purpose of this study is tO determine.whether students know a particu-

lar'subset of the basic skills, the study skills.

Educators use the term basic skills tO refer to'a great number

and variety of types of skills. What these skills haye in common, how-

ever, ig.:thai they are all considered to be fundamental to the learning

process. In fadt, without acquisition of the basic skills a person

wonld e considered Ifundtionally illiterate--that is, he or she would

have difficulty in doping. with the problems of everyday life. The

basic skills describe'general abilities whidh not only.heip students.to

;. attain information independently, but they serve as a basis from which

more sophisticated and refined akills can be developed.

Although studY skills, too, is a term which is widely used and

refers.to a Variety,of skills, it'does usually pertain to fundamental

abilities. The study skills we diecuss in this paper are basic,map,,

1

graph and.table, and reference skills. Henceforth, our use of the

.term "study skills"pertains to these particular skills.



RATIONALE

Reasons for Considering Study Skills as Basic Skills.

There are sev^'ral reasons for.considering study skills as basic

skills. One is that researchers and educators alike haVe commented

On the importance of these skills. One cartographer has stated, .

...:there are indications that lack of a sense of spaciality in

our society must be remedied...for very practical'reasons. Th

words 'city' and !suburbi' for eXample, can mislead.us for they sound

Iike compartmentalized, discrete spacesWhile our direct experience

in space is.normally.limited to what we csn.sense around us at a

point, we are able to conceive of a space that continues beyond us.

We.do this partly through movement and travel and memory, but we

.also da it through representation systems--most often the map...AL

Clearly, MapPing as a knowing activity is of fundamental value in'

our culture,...Maps are our fundamental way Of.depicting.and.storing

spatial information about the earth's surface as concisely as

possible (1:18-19)." A mathematics specialisr has commented,

this modern day and age people are confronted with varibus pictorial

representations of data and, in the future, children will be faced

with an ever-increasing mass of pictorial information..' It is urgent

that students. be able to understand these pictorial representations

and frOi this understanding Make intelligent interpretations (2:199).'"

In the 1960's. reference skills were indirectly investigated'

through a massive school 'improvement project--the Knapp project (3).

The focus of i WaS to investigate elementary and secondary library



programs in light of improving education in the U.S. Another major

effort of the 1960's was a revised.and exhaustive document on study

skills published in the twenty-third yearbook of the National

Counc.il for the Social Studies (4): In the report.teaching, re-

teaching, malAtaining, and extending the skills are emphasized. In

addition tothe numerous reports and observations on the study

skills, certain normed-referenced testS, such as the Iowa Tests bf

Basic Skills (5) and theComprehensive Tests of Basic Skill.. 0) include

sections which test knowledge of map,-graph and table, and reference

skills:

Are the Skills. Taught in the S.Fhools?

Historically, there was some emphasis on study dkills,.but.it

seemed to, decline through the 20th century until the 1950's.'. The

main reason 4r a renewed interest was perhapa the changing environ-

.ment. Job and Weiser commented, "Maps and globes are the media via

which many of the.most basic learnings of the social sciences are

transMitted, and no other communication .tool is as effective for

the purpose. If a child is to develop an understanding of the. social

,world around him, he must begin by understanding the physical world

(7:6)."

The renewed interest in study skills was not immediately realized

by curriculum designers and textbook writers. In 1972 the reading

project staff at the Wisconsin Reseaich and Development Center ior

Cognitive Learning (Madison) conducted a survey (8) in which they

reported that little attention has been paid to the creation of an
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organizational or developmental framework.for the skills. Most of

.the skill outlines that had been devised suggesteethat there is a'

.
vast number of unrelated skills rather than that. ther"e are only

few lundamental ski.Lls,- each with a number of related sUbskills.

In addition to overlooking such a developmental framework; existing

instructional materials tended to completely ignore important back-
\

ground concepts that a child must understand before undertaking

-

a particular skill. Standardized. tests seemed to parallel Cau

instructional inaterials in that they treat the skills as an array

of unrelated tools'the child should acquire. The skills appeared
f

to be selected randomly for assessment.

In general, their survey (8) showed that up to that time.little
.

thought had been given: to either the interrelationship existing be-

tween the skills or to the related concepts. Teaching of'the skills

had been incidental rather than systematic. As a consequence of this

report in the early 1970's, the project staff developed an organized

framework for tudy skills, which presents the skills in a develop-_

mental sequelloe. This sequence is described in the Wisconsin Design

for Reading .Skill Development- Teacher's Planning Guide: Study Skills

(9).

Are the Skills Being Learned?

Because study skills are basic information-gathering techniques,

a logical concern is whether students are attaining the skills. Many

recent leports (10) argue that national test scores in reading,

writing, and arithmetic have dropped and,more "functional illiterates"



are etherging from the schools. One report (10 states that,

"....11 percent of the nation's 17-year-olds are functionally, iti-

competen. They cannot read a newopaper, fill out an application

for a driver's license, or even.read labelp on medicine bottles.

Similar deficiencies a.:e found in math and science. Another survey

(10) claims, ...one in five U.S. adults is-so poor in basic skills

that he finds it difficult to cope with everyday life."

.0ther evidence (11) is presented which suggests that students'

literal comprehension has improved, .hut.their scores on inferential

ot

comprehension have dropped. Inferential comprehension was defined as

the'ability to read "between" the lines. These results inadvertently

say something about study.skills, since knoWledge of the graphic

study skills can be of immeasurable help in getting perspective on

wriO.en passage. One main use of diagrammatic material is to

reJuce complex ideas,in print to a simple picture that is understand-

;:ole at a glance. Evidence also suggests that students may not be

learning study skills because teachers may not be very familiar.with

the skills. Askov, Kamm, &.Klumb-(12) tested a group of teachers

with Level G (designed for sixth io eighth grade students) of the

WisConsin Testing for Reading Skill Development: Study Skills (13).

The median rercent of skills mastered was betwcen 51 and 60.

This iavestigation into the mastery of study skills was condUcted

on the assumption that the Skills are fundamental to.the information7

gathering process and are necessary for students to acquire in order

to learn independently. Some evidence does exist which suggests that

students are not acquiring these basic skills.
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PROCEDURES

Criterion-referanced aJsessmaiil instruments wen! viewed,as more

aPprokiate for astossing students' mastery of study skills than norm-
,

referenced measuree since the purpose of the study was to measue

students! skill attainment rather than examine a comparison to a

norming group...The study skills tests that are part of the Wisconsin

Tests for Reading Skill Development (13) were chosen becausr

yield infomation about attainment of specific map, graph.and table,

'and reference skills..

,The tests are arranged by .1eVels of inert.asing difficulty, with

.Level G-which corresponds to the traditiona] sixth grade level or

seventh year in school--being the hignest level. The 10 tests at

.

Level G were selected because they measuie the variety of skills

introduced at the elrlier Design levels and, according.to.the

Wisconsin Design staff (8),.are a representative sample of the.stu4y

skills necessary for students to have in order to independently loalte
,

. . . ,

and derive information from standard reference sources, maps,'graphs

and tables. These 10 skills are also included on certain norm-

_referenced teS'ts (15,, 6). The Level"G skill5 and objectives are stated

in the Appendix..
a

The.Level.0 teets were administered to a ,group of sixth, ninth,
or-

and tw4h graders in Minnesota, Texas, nd Wisconsin. None of the

stUdents had worked with the WisConsin Desigp Study Skills element

previously, or.had had any instruction in stUdy ekills other than the

incidental instruction typically found in content-area textbooks:



These grades were chosen as representative groups of students mastery

slnce, according to the Design staff (9), the Level 13 skills are

appropriate for learning by the end of elementary or junior high

school. The skilh; should be mastered by that tlme in order for

students to be able to.use them independently in high school where.

there is a greater focus On learning content materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the data analysis are presented in Tables 1-3.
0

Mastery level was set dt 80% in accordance with recommendations of

the Wisconsin Design (9).

For the sixth and ninth.grade students the means were surprisingly

low'as was the percentage of students attaining the mastery level of'

- 80%. The percentagr of sixth grade students mastering these skills

ringed from 0 to 57 add the percentage of ninth graje students

mastering the skills ranged from only 5.7Mo.12.7. The means for the

twelfth grade students weie generally higher, although on five tests

(Numbers.2, 3, 4, 7, and 10) the means.were below mastery level.
0 D.

The percentage of students mastering the skills was,also higher than

for the siXth and ninth grades, but the range waS fromg.5 to 91. On

,four Of the tests (Numbers 2, 3, 4, and 7) the Percentage of students

.illastering was well below 50.

10
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CONCLU.SIONS

Although only some of a passible array of stl'idy skills were
0

0

chosen for assessment, the results indieated.very low'attainment of

these skills for sixth and ninth grade students. These results.are

not definitive, but we can conclude that assumptiOns about middle

achool students being able to.use' t e basiu study skills are in

question.

Assumptions about high school students "picking up" these basic

skills during their three years. are alsd in question. Again, the

results are not definitive, but.do indicate thatmany seniors lok a

number of the skills. .To adequately pursue this investigation into

basic skills attainment among middle and high school students, further

testing of tenth and,elevenEE grade students as well as wider sampling

of all Students should be done. Gathering evidence shout stddents'

lack of study skills attainment is a necessary step in not only

cOnvincing educators that a problem exists, but in informing them

specifically abaut. it. Attention to thestudents" needs in the form

of focused and sYstematid skill instruction in the classroOm is

what will begin to alleviate all of our concerns about stodents'

attainment of, the baSie skills. Ideally, this attedtion should be

focused at the elementary -(or early middle school) level so that

student's will have the skills to independently use 'in their high

school experiences. Until there is a systematic approach implemented

in grades K-6, however, attention to the study skills must also be

given at the high school leve2.
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Table 1

Sixth Grade Students' Mastery of

_ AWisconsifiTIOD2Lga-Study Aills

level G.Tests

1. Maps Synthesis
- (12)

2. Latitude and
'1,7ngitude (25)

Meridians and.
-Paraliels (14)

SCale: Fraciional
Units

'GraPhd: Multipli-
cative Differences.
(12)

6. Graphs: Projecting
-and Relating (12)

.7. Schedules; Problem.
Solving (15)

eaders' Guide
(14)

'.v

9. Card. Catalogs (16)

10. 241ining (15)

/

S = 148 :

sd.

5.6 2.5

7.3 6:5

k

4.6 2-.9

7.3 3.8

5.5 2.5

7.1 2.6

4.2 2.6

8.3 3.4

-Percentagenf Students'
Achieving Mastery.LeVel-(80%).--

37

9

57

0

26

10.0 4.2 34.

8.9 4.5 .-29

* The total .number of items in each test is listed in parengheseS
after the test.name.



:Table

Ninth Grade Students' Mastery of

Wisconsin Design Study Skills

'Level G Tests

1. MapS: Synthesis
(12)*

'\\
Percentage ofStudents

ad Achieving-Mastery Level (80%). .

96 4.9 3.3 12

2. Latitude aTi. 94 6.6 6.4 10
Longitude (25)'

. Meridians and 87 4.8 3.5 9

Parallels (14)

4. Scale; Fractional 87 4.8 3.5 ' 6

Undf-s- (16)

5. Graphs: Hultipli- , 85 4.6 3.2 11
cative Differences
(12)

6. Graphs: Projecting . 80 49 3.1
and-Relating (12)

7. Schedules:" Problem 76 40 3.3

Solving (15)

Readers'Guide 68 3.8 3.8

(14)

8

10

9. Card Catalogs (16) 63 5.2 4.2 1 6

10.' Outlining (15) 55 3.9 4.6 13

* The total number of items in.eath test is listed in paentheses
'after .the test.name.

1 4



Table '3

Twelfth Grade Students' Mastery of

Wisconsin Design-Study Skills

Level G Tests

°N =.78

Percentage,Of Students
r sd. Achieving Mastery Level (80%)

--

1. Maps_LSynthesie 8.1 2.5 76

(12)*
-- .-_

Latitude and---- .15.6 6.8
-,

38

Longivid-e- (25)

3. Meridians and 8.1 3.9 32

Parallels (14)

4. Scale: Fractional
Units (16)

9.6 4.0 24

5. Grdphs: Multipli- 7.9 2.5 .71

cative Differences
(12)

6. Graphs:. Projecting 9.5 1.9 91

and Relating (12)

7. Schedules: Problem 7.6 3.2 5

Solving (15)

8: Readers' guide 11.9 2.5

(14)

83

9. Card Catalogs (16) 13.5 2.4 65

10. Outlining (15) 11.7 3.9 69

* The total number r.+f Items in each test is listed in parentheses

after the test name.



APPENDIX

Wisconsin Design IforReading Skill Development: Study Skills

Level Skills and qiJjec ives
I

I °

.

Repreoentation:; SyrrieSizes

-ObjeetiVA: _The-child.usea_a variety,of maps of A given
area toidetermine spetffic-charatteristics-(e..g., uiing
topograPhic, climatic, political, and-demographid-taps-of
a particular area, the child infers that since the,area
has/average ainfall, gentlyrolling hills, And a ':r.,!rate
climate, the'occupations of the inhabitants may be mostly

1. information about an area( 1 )

farm-oriented).

2. Orientation
a. Uses_latitude aiiä longitude(2)

Objective: The chilc lines of latitude and longitude
tolocate points on .a ma the child notes
thit-New-YorkLQity_is 40° north latitude and 74°'wek
lOngitUde)

\'
Determines direc ions.on any projection (3j

Objective: m4 childodses meridians and parallels to .

determine dire tions onany projection (e.g., on an
elliptical projection with the Prime Meridian at the
center, the child traces the meridian from A given point
to the pole to glow north or south).

\

1

/3. Measurement: Makes use\of scale to determine distances
(4)N - .

Objective: The\child uses a scale bar referent (IN 1)
mil s-

or verbal referent (1 inch = X units)..to determine and

.
compare distances between points that are combinations of
fractional and whole referent units apart when one referent
unit equals two or more standard units of measure (e.g., when
1 inch = 10 miles, the child concludes that 2 1/2 inches =
25 miles).

DeterMines differences betWeen numbers extracted(5)

Objective: The child compares, by multiplying or dividing,
.

pairs of numbers extracted directly or by interpolation from
complex baror. Nne graphs.



Appendix (continued)

(6)
-b. Makes projections and relates'information

Objective: Thechild states probable outcomes or trends on
piCture bar, and line graphs (e.g., having observed a trend
shown, the child predicts luture perfOrmance)and relates
the information presented and the projections derived to
,his previous knowledge.

,--rables: Solves prOblems on schedules(7)-- --

Objective: Giyen any schedule, the shild derives information.
'from it to. answer a specific ttavel.problem (e.g.,.given a
plane schedule and the circumstances that Mr. Jones r. 't travel
fromthicago tO-:LbsT-AngeIesand._back hetween 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.,

_

the child determines that Mr. JOnea-Must-leaVejdn-L:West-AirL.flight_ _ . _

#203 and.return on flight #46).

6. Utilization: Uses Readers' Guide (8)

Objective:, Tile child uses Abridged Readers' Guide to Periodical
literature for'locating material'in general adult magazines.

7. Location: Uses card catalog to locate reference materials (9)

Objective: In the library, .the child
identifies author, subject, and title cards in the card_catalog

uses these cards to locate fiction_and_nonfiction books and
other materials._

Note: _among other materials are such things as games, filmstrip's,
'films, records, photographic equipment, etc., which may be found
in a well-stocked-library.

. ,

. Organization and evaluation: Makes formal outlines
(10)

Objective:. Given SeleCtions written at tis instructional level
of ilifficuIty, 'the child

selects the major topics

groups the s4topics as JAIt' a fotmal. outline

1 7


